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1 Introduction
Rebeca [55] (reactive objects language) is an actor-based language [31, 2] that can be
used at a high level of abstraction for modeling concurrent and distributed reactive systems. Different interpretations, dialects and extensions of actor models are proposed in
several domains and are claimed to be the suitable model of computation for the most
dominating applications, like in embedded system, multi-core programming, and web
services [32]. Actors have been proposed as models of computation for designing embedded systems [45] and wireless sensor networks [12]. They are also used for designing
web services [11, 10].
The asynchronous message-passing paradigm in Rebeca allows for efficient modeling
of loosely-coupled distributed systems. Rebeca is designed to suit model checking [56,
58], which is an algorithmic approach to verification [14]. Due to concurrency, which
is usually modeled by interleaving semantics, model checking is subject to state-space
explosion, namely the exponential growth of the number of states with respect to the
number of system components. Among the methods for overcoming this problem are
symbolic verification [47], partial order reduction [60, 27, 50], and symmetry reduction
[21, 39, 15, 48]. These techniques are sometimes combined to gain even more compact
representations of the system under analysis [1, 22, 24].
In this paper, we show how the asynchronous object model of Rebeca leads to an
efficient application of symmetry and partial order reduction. Unlike most of the traditional notations of formal languages, Rebeca has a simple Java-like syntax that makes
it easy to learn for software practitioners. Despite its simplicity, Rebeca is powerful
enough to enable verification of distributed software systems and protocols that are
asynchronous by nature, e.g., [57, 33]. In addition, Rebeca has been successfully applied
in model checking security protocols [54] and system-level hardware design [43, 4].
Reactive objects (called rebecs in Rebeca) have message servers for processing the
incoming messages. A rebec has a single thread of execution and thus resembles a
process in a language like Promela [34]. The execution of a message server is performed
in one atomic step, therefore, it corresponds to one action. Due to this coarse granularity
in interleaving, partial order reduction can be very efficient. We described in [41] how
to apply partial order reduction to Rebeca. In this paper, we formalize the correctness
proof of the approach.
The state space of a system can be viewed as a graph: the states are the vertices and
the transitions are the edges. The intuitive idea of the symmetry reduction technique
[21, 39, 15, 48] is to partition the state space into equivalence classes corresponding to
isomorphic graphs and use one state as the representative of each class. Calculating
the representative state, known as the constructive orbit problem is NP-hard [13]. The
problem is usually alleviated by first detecting or specifying the symmetry among
higher-level constructs (such as processes or objects) and then using it in the orbit
problem. For example, the notion of scalar sets were proposed by Ip and Dill in [39],
and later used by others (e.g., [7], [29]) to allow the modeler to (explicitly) specify the
symmetry in the system.
We previously [42] gave a polynomial-time solution for detecting structural symmetry without relying on any symmetry-related input from the modeler. Since rebecs
instantiated from the same reactive class exhibit similar behavior, inter-rebec symmetry in a Rebeca model can be detected by analyzing its communication structure
(which is similar to the analysis method discovered independently in [19]). In this paper,
we extend the approach by allowing the modeler to specify intra-object symmetries,
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which can be added to the analysis of the communication structure. We give a proof
of soundness for these techniques. We also give an efficient heuristic for computing a
representative by combining our technique with the ideas of Bosnacki et al. [7]. Our
techniques can in principle be adopted in other similar models of computation.
The model checking engine of Rebeca (Modere) was introduced in [41] to apply
partial order reduction on Rebeca. We explain in this paper how symmetry reduction
is added to it. Finally, some case studies are modeled with Rebeca, and model checked
with Modere. Symmetry and partial order reduction techniques (separately and together) are applied to these examples. The results show that not only using these
techniques separately can be useful in model checking Rebeca, but, whenever possible,
their combination yields even more reduction due to their complementary nature.
In summary, this paper describes how partial order and symmetry reduction techniques can be applied in model checking Rebeca, summarizing, integrating and extending the results of [41, 42]. In the following, we illustrate the complete work, while
mentioning the contributions of this paper:
– The main contribution of our work is a symmetry detection technique based on
the object-based nature of Rebeca. A polynomial time algorithm for inter-rebec
structural symmetry detection is proposed in [42]. To the best of our knowledge,
it is novel in the sense that it needs no symmetry-related input from the modeler.
A similar approach (without support for dynamic process creation) has been discovered independently and reported in [17]. In this paper, we extend the method
to incorporate intra-rebec symmetries, which enables the automatic detection of
structural symmetry in more topologies. Additionally, we show how to apply these
techniques in computing the representative of a given state while model checking.
– To establish the formal proofs, we gave in [42] a refined formal semantics of Rebeca (compared to [55]), in which dynamic rebec creation and dynamic change of
topology are neatly handled by introducing rebec variables (variables holding rebec identifiers). In this paper, we slightly improved the presentation of this refined
semantics.
– An algorithm for applying static partial order reduction to model checking Rebeca is
proposed in [41]. In this paper, we formalize the correctness proof of the algorithm.
– The formal proofs for the correctness of both (inter- and intra-rebec) symmetry
reduction techniques are presented in this paper.
– The model checking engine of Rebeca, Modere, is introduced in [41], which could
apply partial order reduction. In this paper, we explain how to implement the
algorithms for the inter- and intra-rebec symmetry detection techniques in Modere.
Modere is now extended to use symmetry as well as partial order reduction. It can
employ the techniques separately or in combination.

1.1 Related Work
Symmetry
One of the most widely used techniques for symmetry detection has been using scalarsets to explicitly specify the symmetry among the processes (see, e.g., [39, 40]). We
refer to [48], for a comprehensive survey of various other symmetry detection and
reduction techniques. In our inter-rebec symmetry detection, we automatically extract
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symmetric structures in the communication among rebecs, without any symmetryrelated constructs like scalar sets. The closest work to ours is that of Donaldson, Miller
and co-authors, who independently from our work, have proposed several techniques
for detecting symmetry in models of computation (mainly Promela) and reducing the
state space using the detected symmetries [8, 17–20].
In [17] the (initial) communication topology of a Promela code is abstracted into a
static channel diagram. Symmetries present in the static channel diagram are further
exploited to generate a maximal sub-group of valid symmetries for the Promela code.
This approach resembles our inter-rebec symmetry reduction technique. Bosnacki et
al. [8] introduce scalar sets (à la [40]) into Promela in order to capture the global
symmetric structure of Promela processes. In [46], the same technique is applied to the
B method [53]. Donaldson et al. [20] suggest a generalization of scalar sets for detecting
and exploiting non-full symmetries of the topology of communication channels.
To detect symmetries in B, Leuschel and Massart [46] do not extend the syntax (as
in inter-rebec symmetry) because the deferred sets construct gives rise to symmetric
data values similar to scalar sets. This is in itself advantageous over the techniques
proposed before. However, the modeler is still involved in the process, as the detected
symmetry depends on the proper use of deferred sets.
Similar to our inter-rebec symmetry detection, Donaldson et al. [17] can detect
symmetry automatically without depending on particular syntactic notations in the
language (scalar sets, deferred sets or the like). Moreover, arbitrary structural symmetries can be captured and thus, the approach is not restricted to full- or ring-based
symmetries. The advantage of our inter-rebec symmetry detection compared to those
reported above is that our approach works for a model of computation with dynamic
creation of processes. Furthermore, we extend this approach to consider intra-rebec
symmetries.
In intra-rebec symmetry, we propose to use scalar-sets but for a different purpose
from its usual use. Our use of scalar sets is in line with the modular modeling encouraged by the actor model. We use scalar sets locally for each class to specify the
symmetric behavior of that class with respect to its known rebecs (when applicable),
rather than specifying the symmetry in the whole system. This is an extension of interrebec symmetry allowing us to consider the internal symmetry of rebecs along with
their communication structure. Similar to [40, Section 3.8], we allow modulo arithmetic
operations on the scalar sets and thus the rebec does not need to have a fully symmetric
internal behavior.
Our symmetry reduction method, i.e., computing a representative state during
model checking, is inspired by the techniques introduced in [39] and further explored
in [6, 7]. We use a variant of the sorted heuristic in [7] to work around the orbit problem.
In order to model check temporal logic formulae on the quotient structure, one
needs to make sure that the formula under consideration is also invariant under the
applied automorphisms. We assume that our formulae are constructed from symmetric
sub-formulae. An interesting future direction is to investigate this problem further,
along the lines of [52], where the symmetry in the temporal logic formulae is exploited
in order to detect more (partial) symmetries in the system. The generalized symmetry
groups as proposed in [52], use the structural symmetries in the temporal formulae,
in order to detect symmetries that are otherwise impossible to detect since symmetric
components satisfy different (yet symmetric) propositions.
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Partial Order Reduction
Many model checking tools take advantage of partial order reduction. The approach in
SPIN [34] is the closest to ours, because it is based on explicit state enumeration and
uses stack proviso. PV [49] uses an alternate proviso, and VIS [3] and COSPAN [44]
are based on implicit state exploration. Our approach is based on statically finding safe
actions. The idea is that a safe action can be executed before other enabled actions
without being interleaved (see Section 4 for details).
In SPIN, assignments to local variables are safe, while allowing the specification to
use only global variables. Channel operations are safe if the executing process has the
proper exclusive access (read or write) to the channel. The safety of a read (resp. write)
depends on the used channel not being empty (resp. full). This is called conditional
safety. In Rebeca, read from channels (queues) is performed implicitly in every message
server for removing the message at the queue head, which is always safe (cf. Lemma
5 in the Appendix). In addition, unbounded queues in Rebeca eliminate the need
for conditional safety (as explained in Section 2, queues are bounded in the actual
implementation, but in case of a queue overflow, the bound must be increased, resulting
in a behavior identical to a system with unbounded queues).
There is also a tool for translating Rebeca to Promela [58]. In that tool, Promela
processes represent rebecs, and channels are used to substitute the rebec queues. Since
only global variables are allowed in the property specification, all rebec variables are
mapped to global variables in the equivalent Promela model. This way, the generated Promela model does not depend on the property that will be checked. This code
can be fed to SPIN to be model checked. However, using global variables renders all
assignments unsafe. Furthermore, since SPIN is basically designed for fine-grained interleaving, it works rather slowly for the atomic message servers in Rebeca. In addition,
channel operations are conditionally safe in SPIN, which slows down the execution of
‘send’ and ‘message removal’ sub-actions. More importantly, SPIN cannot handle the
special case of the ‘initial’ message server (cf. Section 4) which can in turn produce
much reduction (see experimental results in Section 6).
Paper Structure. In the next Section, we explain the syntax and refined semantics
of Rebeca. Section 3 introduces symmetry reduction and in Section 4, partial order
reduction is described. The details of applying symmetry and partial order reduction
techniques to Rebeca are also given. In Section 5, we elaborate on the model checking
engine of Rebeca (Modere) and how we incorporate the reduction techniques in it.
Section 6 shows the empirical results of model checking some case studies and compares
the reductions caused by symmetry, partial order and their combination. Section 7
concludes the paper.

2 Rebeca
Rebeca [58, 55, 56] is a modeling language with formal semantics based on an operational interpretation of the actor model [31, 2]. A Rebeca model is a closed system
defined as the parallel composition of a set of concurrent rebecs (reactive objects),
written as R = ki∈I ri , where I is the set of the indices used for identifying each rebec.
Rebeca inherits from actor languages the dynamically changing topology and dynamic
creation of objects; thus, the number of rebecs, and hence I, may change in the course
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CL
KRs
Vars
Vdcl
Mtd

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

reactiveclass C(Nat) {KRs Vars Mtd ∗ }
knownrebecs { hVdcl; i∗ }
statevars { hVdcl; i∗ }
T hvi+
,
msgsrv M (hT vi∗, ) {St ∗ }

Call ::= v.M | self .M | sender.M
St ::= v = e;
| v = new C(hei∗, );
| Call(hei∗, );
| if (e) {St ∗ } h else {St ∗ } i?

Fig. 1 BNF grammar for Rebeca classes. Angle brackets h...i are used as meta parentheses,
superscript ? for optional parts, superscript + for repetition more than once, superscript * for
repetition zero or more times, whereas using h...i, with repetition denotes a comma separated
list. Identifiers C, T , M and v denote class, type, method and variable names, respectively;
Nat denotes a natural number; and, e denotes an (arithmetic, boolean or nondeterministic
choice) expression.

of execution. Each rebec is instantiated from a reactive-class (denoting its type) and
has a single thread of execution. A reactive-class defines a set of local variables that
constitute the local state of its instances. The initial state is modeled by instantiating
some rebecs.
Rebecs communicate only through asynchronous message passing and have unbounded buffers for automatically storing the incoming messages, i.e., there is no
statement in Rebeca syntax to explicitly wait for receiving a message. When a rebec is
scheduled to run, the message at the head of the queue is taken out and processed. Each
message that can be serviced by rebec ri has a corresponding message server, which is
given in the definition of the reactive class. Message servers are executed atomically;
therefore, each message server corresponds to an action. There is at least a message
server ‘initial’ in each reactive class, which is responsible for initialization tasks (like
‘constructors’ in object oriented programming languages). Each rebec receives this
message implicitly upon creation.
Rebecs have local variables making up their states but there are no shared variables.
Rebecs may have variables that range over rebec indices (called rebec variables). These
variables are used to designate the intended receiver when sending a message. By
changing the values of rebec variables, one can dynamically change the topology of a
model. For each rebec ri , a subset of its rebec variables are identified as known rebecs.
The actual values of the known rebecs must be provided upon creation (this is enforced
by the syntax). We use Ki to denote the list of the initial values of the known rebecs of
ri . Instead of using [name,value] pairs for each known rebec, we use an ordered list to
keep the values only, in the same order as they appear in the reactive class definition.
The initial topology (initial communication graph) of a system can be represented by
a directed graph, where nodes are rebecs (those created at the initial state), and there
is an edge from ri to rj iff j ∈ Ki .
Each rebec has an unbounded queue for storing its incoming messages. A rebec is
said to be enabled if its queue is not empty. In that case, the message at the head of the
queue determines the enabled action of that rebec. The behavior of a Rebeca model
is defined by the fair and interleaved execution of the enabled actions. At the initial
state, a number of rebecs are created statically, and an ‘initial’ message is implicitly
put in their queues. The execution of the model continues as rebecs send messages to
each other and the corresponding enabled actions are executed. Although each rebec
has one queue, we can model multiple reception queues between different rebecs by
adding extra rebecs representing each queue. Figure 1 shows the syntax for defining
classes in Rebeca, the details of which is clarified in the following example.
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reactiveclass Fork(3) {
knownrebecs {
Phil philL, philR;
}
statevars {
boolean busy, requester;
}
msgsrv initial() {
busy = false;
}
msgsrv request() {
if (sender != self) {
if (sender == philL) {
if (busy) {
requester = true;
self.request();
} else {
busy = true;
philL.permit();
}
} else {
if (busy) {
requester = false;
self.request();
} else {
busy = true;
philR.permit();
}
}
} else {
if (busy) {
self.request();
} else {
busy = true;
if (requester) {
philL.permit();
} else {
philR.permit();
}
}
}
}
msgsrv release() {
busy = false;
}
}

reactiveclass Phil(3) {
knownrebecs {
Fork forkL, forkR;
}
statevars {
boolean eating, fL, fR;
}
msgsrv initial() {
fL = false;
fR = false;
eating = false;
self.arrive();
}
msgsrv eat() {
eating = true;
self.leave();
}
msgsrv permit() {
if (sender == forkL) {
fL = true;
forkR.request();
} else {
fR = true;
self.eat();
} }
msgsrv arrive() {
forkL.request();
}
msgsrv leave() {
fL = false;
fR = false;
eating = false;
forkL.release();
forkR.release();
self.arrive();
} }
main {
Phil phil0(fork0, fork3):();
Phil phil1(fork0, fork1):();
Phil phil2(fork2, fork1):();
Phil phil3(fork2, fork3):();
Fork fork0(phil0, phil1):();
Fork fork1(phil1, phil2):();
Fork fork2(phil2, phil3):();
Fork fork3(phil3, phil0):();
}

Fig. 2 Rebeca code for the dining philosophers problem

Example 1 (Dining Philosophers) In this problem, there are a number of philosophers
sitting around a table. There is one fork between each two philosophers. Each philosopher needs the forks on his/her both sides for eating. To model this problem in Rebeca,
two reactive classes are introduced: Phil and Fork. Each Phil knows (as its known
rebecs) his/her left and right Forks, and each Fork knows its left and right Phils.
Figure 2 shows the Rebeca code of this example.
The parameter ‘3’ passed to the reactive classes denotes the upper bound on the
queue length, provided by the modeler. This upper bound is used to avoid infinitely
large states due to unbounded queues. The model checker will produce a proper message
if queue overflow occurs. Then the modeler needs to increase this upper bound. Having
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model checked this example, we know that 3 is the minimum upper bound with no
queue overflow.
The ‘main’ section of the code, specifies the initial configuration of the model. The
first list of parameters passed to each rebec represent the values to be assigned to known
rebecs. The parameters to the initial message server can be provided separately after
the colon (empty list in this example). To avoid deadlock and consequently starvation,
for every other philosopher we bind the left and right forks in the reverse order. For
example, in Figure 2, both phil0 and phil1 try to take fork0 first, and only the one
who succeeds will try to take its second fork.

2.1 The Formal Semantics of Rebeca
In [55], the formal semantics of Rebeca is expressed as a labeled transition system
(LTS). In this section, we introduce and use a more detailed semantics for Rebeca,
again expressed as an LTS. The details introduced here are useful for the proofs given
in the remainder of this paper.
An LTS consists of states and the transitions between them. Each transition is
labelled by an action, which corresponds to execution of a message server from one
rebec. Since instances of similar reactive classes have similar actions, actions of each
ai
rebec are indexed by the identifier of that rebec. We may write s −→
t for a transition
from s to t labeled by action ai . In the case of a nondeterministic choice in an expression,
it is possible to have two or more transitions with the same action from a given state
(a nondeterministic choice of the form ?(d1,...,dn) chooses an arbitrary value from
the list (d1,...,dn) to be used in the corresponding expression). A formal definition
of LTS for Rebeca is given at the end of this section.
Definition 1 (Data Variables) The variables for holding and manipulating data are
called data variables. We assume that all data variables take values from the domain
set D, which includes the undefined value (represented by ⊥).
We may use a subscript ‘d’ to distinguish data variables.
Definition 2 (Rebec Variables) Rebec variables are those holding rebec indices.
All rebec variables take values from I ∪ ⊥, where I is the index set, and ⊥ again
represents the undefined value.
We may use a subscript ‘r’ to distinguish rebec variables.
Rebec variables can participate in different expressions, only when:
–
–
–
–

assigned to other rebec variables;
compared for equality;
used to specify the receiver of a send statement; or,
assigned (the index of) a dynamically created rebec.

Rebec variables can be passed around as arguments to messages, resulting in a dynamic
topology. As mentioned in the previous subsection, some of these variables are statically
initialized as the known-rebecs, reflecting the initial configuration of the rebecs.
Definition 3 (Queue) For each rebec rj , we assume one message queue (rj .m[ ]) and
one sender queue (rj .s[ ]). Consider the number of parameters that each message server
accepts. If hj is the maximum of these numbers, we also need hj parameter queues
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(rj .p1 [ ], . . . , rj .phj [ ]). The contents of these queues are to be considered together. For
example, rj .m[1] and rj .s[1] show the oldest (unprocessed) message and its sender,
respectively. The parameters to this message are kept in rj .p1 [1], . . . , rj .phj [1]. We
write rj .Q to refer to the queue as a whole. Note that the first element in queue has
index 1.
The domain of message queue variables is Mj ∪ ⊥, where Mj is the set of the
names of message servers defined in rj and ⊥ is re-used to represent an empty queue
element. The sender queue variables are treated as rebec variables, while parameter
queue variables can be either data or rebec variables.
In the semantics, we assume unbounded queues for rebecs, however, in order to
make model checking feasible, we need to put an upper bound on the queue of a rebec.
This upper-bound is in practice supplied by the modeler and must be increased in case
of a queue overflow. Thus, it can simulate the unbounded queue semantics of Rebeca.
Definition 4 (Global State) Given a set Is of live rebec indices, a global state is
Q
defined as the combination of the local states of all rebecs: s = j∈Is sj . Note that Is
may change in the course of transitions due to dynamic rebec creation.1
The local state of a rebec rj consists of its local (data and rebec) variables plus the
queue, formally written as: sj = (rj .v1 , . . . , rj .vwj , rj .Q), where wj ≥ 0 shows the
number of the local variables in rj .
Definition 5 (Initial state) In the initial state s0 , a number of rebecs are created
as indicated in the model. For every j ∈ Is0 , rj .m[1] is set to ‘initial ’; rj .s[1] is set
to j; the variables corresponding to the known rebecs are initialized according to the
model; and, if the initial message server of rj accepts nj (nj ≤ hj ) parameters other
than the known rebecs, the variables rj .p1 [1], rj .p2 [1], . . . , rj .pnj [1] are also initialized
accordingly. All other (local and queue) variables are assigned the value ⊥.
Definition 6 (LTS) R = hS, A, T, s0 i is called a labeled transition system, where:
–
–
–
–

The set of global states is shown as S (cf. Definition 4).
s0 is the initial state.
A denotes the set of actions (message servers) of different reactive classes.
The transition relation T ⊆ S × A × S is defined as follows.
aj

We write aj for action a in rebec rj . There is a transition s −→ t in the system,
iff the action aj is enabled (i.e., rj .m[1] = a) at state s, and its execution results in
state t. Each action is defined as a (finite) sequence of sub-actions. Henceforth, we
define the different possible kinds of sub-actions. In the formulas below, the symbol ←
represents an assignment, where the value of the expression on the right-hand side is
computed with regard to the values of variables in s, and is assigned to the variable
on the left-hand side, in state t.
1. Message removal : This is an implicit sub-action that exists in all actions. It includes
removing the first element of message, sender and parameter queues, plus shifting
other elements of the queues. This sub-action automatically happens as the last
sub-action of any action. Note that parameters are available in the message server
by using their names (as in Java).
1

The subscript s of Is may be omitted when no ambiguity arises.
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∀i>0
 rj .m[i] ← rj .m[i + 1]
∀i>0
 rj .s[i] ← rj .s[i + 1]
∀i>0  ∀0<k≤hj  rj .pk [i] ← rj .pk [i + 1]
2. Assignment: An assignment is a statement of the form ‘w ← d’, where w is a local
variable in rj . If w is a data variable, d must take values from D \ ⊥. It represents
an expression (which may include normal arithmetic on integers and boolean operations on booleans) evaluated using the values of the (local or parameter) data
variables in state s. If w is a rebec variable, d can be either a (local or parameter)
rebec variable, or the index assigned to a dynamically created rebec (see next item);
for instance, d cannot be a literal to represent an explicit rebec index. As a result
of this assignment, the value of d is assigned to w in state t.
3. Rebec creation: This statement has the form ‘new rc(kr1 , . . . , krm ) : (p1 , . . . , pz )’
where rc is the name of a reactive-class, each kri is a rebec variable, and pk shows
the k’th parameter to the initial message. This sub-action chooses a new index
v ∈
/ Is to be assigned to the newly created rebec, and means that It ← Is ∪ {v}
in state t. Hence, the global state t will also include the local state of rv . In state
t, the known rebec variables of rv are initialized by the values of kr1 . . . krm ; the
message initial is placed in rv .m[1]; the values of parameters p1 , . . . , pz are placed
in rv .p1 [1], . . . , rv .pz [1], respectively; and, rv .s[1] is assigned the value j (the creator
rebec). All other (local and queue) variables of rv are undefined (⊥).
4. Send : Rebec rj may send a message m with parameters n1 , . . . , nz to the rebec rk ,
provided that m ∈ Mk , rj has a rebec variable that holds the value k, and z ≤ hk
is the number of parameters that message m accepts. Each parameter ni may be a
data parameter (ni ∈ D \ ⊥) or a rebec parameter (ni ∈ Is ), where the same rules
as the right-hand side of an assignment apply. This send statement results in the
message m being placed in the first empty slot (tail) of the queue of the receiving
rebec: for y such that rk .m[y] = ⊥ ∧ ∀0<u<y rk .m[u] 6= ⊥, we have the following:
rk .m[y] ← m,
rk .s[y] ← j,
∀1≤i≤z rk .pi [y] ← ni (other elements keep their ⊥ value).

3 The Symmetry Reduction Technique
The state space of a system can be viewed as a graph: the states are the vertices and
the transitions are the edges. The intuitive idea of the symmetry reduction technique
[21, 39, 15, 48] is to partition the state space into equivalence classes corresponding to
isomorphic graphs and use one state as the representative of each class. In this section,
we explain formally how to use symmetry reduction in model checking.

3.1 Preliminaries
Consider a system M , consisting of n concurrently executing processes, represented
by a labeled transition system M = hS, A, T, s0 i. A global state s ∈ S is composed
Q
of local states of the processes: s = i∈I si where I is the set of process indices. A
permutation π : I → I is defined as a bijection (1-1 and onto function) on the set I
of process indices, but it can be lifted to global states and actions in a straightforward
way by permuting the indices of the local states and actions. A formal definition of
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(a) Selecting representatives

(b) Annotated quotient structure

Fig. 3 An example of a symmetric state-space

this lifting for Rebeca is given in the next subsection. The set of all permutations
on I is shown by SymI. In the following, we use π to denote the lifting of the same
permutation onto states and actions.
Example 2 (taken from [21] with minor changes) Consider a system of n identical processes that start in a non-critical state and try to enter the critical section (by executing
action ai ), and then leave the critical section (by executing action bi ). Associated to
each process i is a variable Vi , which is represented by either Ci (when in critical
section) or Ni (non-critical section).
Figure 3-a shows the state-space of this system. Consider the index set I = [1..n],
and the permutations defined in I. Henceforth, we write a permutation π as an ordered
list, the i’th element of which denotes π(i). For example, if p = /2, 1, 3, . . . , n − 1, n/,
then p(1) = 2, p(2) = 1 and other indices are mapped to themselves. This permutation
p maps {C1 , N2 , . . . , Nn } to {N1 , C2 , . . . , Nn }, while applying any permutation to the
state {N1 , N2 , . . . , Nn } results in the same state.
Definition 7 (Automorphism [21, 39]) A permutation π is said to preserve the
a

π(a)

transition relation when s −→ t ∈ T implies π(s) −→ π(t) ∈ T . Such a permutation is
called an automorphism of M , if π(s0 ) = s0 .
The set of automorphisms of M is denoted by AutM .
The set SymI (and similarly AutM ) forms a group [30] with respect to functional
composition, i.e., it includes the identity permutation and is closed under composition
and the inverse operation. Any subgroup G of AutM induces an equivalence relation on
the states, such that two states s and s0 are equivalent iff ∃π∈G π(s) = s0 . The resulting
equivalence classes are called orbits. For example in Figure 3-a, every permutation on
the index set is an automorphism of M , i.e., AutM = SymI. With respect to SymI, one
orbit contains {N1 , N2 , . . ., Nn }, and other states form another orbit. Intuitively, for
model checking M , it is sufficient to construct the state-space with one representative
from each orbit (Figure 3-b).
Definition 8 (AQS [21]) Given a subgroup G of AutM , the annotated quotient
structure (AQS) for M with respect to G is MG = hS, A, T , s0 i, where S is the set
of the representative states (which contains exactly one state from each orbit) and
a,π
.
a
T = {s −→ t | π ∈ G, s ∈ S ∧ t ∈ S ∧ s −→ π(t) ∈ T }.
In an AQS of M , all the states in any given orbit are replaced by the representative
state of that orbit. However, the outgoing transitions of the (representative) states are
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preserved. These transitions are annotated with a permutation that helps us find the
original target state (in the original state-space M ), by applying the permutation on the
representative target state. Consider a path in M starting from the initial state. The
corresponding path in M can be obtained by consecutively applying the permutations
(on the transitions) to the states.
In Figure 3-a the (arbitrarily) chosen representatives of its two orbits are distinguished with a line around them. Figure 3-b shows the AQS of this system, which
contains the selected representative states, and the (properly annotated) outgoing transitions of each (representative) state.
Suppose that G denotes a group of automorphisms for a system; and the formula
representing the desired property is also symmetric with respect to G.2 Emerson et al.
[21] show that using MG instead of M is enough in the automata theoretic approach
to model checking. This approach is extended in [23] for model checking under fairness
conditions. Bosnacki in [5] shows how symmetry reduction can be employed in Nested
Depth-First Search (NDFS) [36]. To apply these methods, the representative for each
state should be determined while exploring the state-space, known as the constructive
orbit problem, which is NP-Hard [21, 13]. In the following, we show how we can detect
symmetries in a Rebeca model efficiently. Exploiting the detected symmetries in order
to efficiently construct the quotient structure, i.e., a polynomial-time heuristic solution
to the constructive orbit problem, is described in Section 5.1.

3.2 Inter-rebec Symmetry in Rebeca
Recall the dining philosophers problem in Example 1. Intuitively, taking into consideration the starvation-free binding of the rebecs, every other philosopher/fork should
have symmetric behavior; no matter how the Phil and Fork classes are implemented.
Assume that the philosophers are assigned the indices 0 to 3 and forks are assigned 4
to 7. Following this intuition, r0 (phil0) and r2 (phil2) should have symmetric behaviors. In other words, one automorphism should be a permutation π, where π(0) = 2
and π(2) = 0. In general, a Rebeca system is symmetric if the communication pattern
among rebecs, i.e., the binding of the known-rebecs, is symmetric. In the following, we
define this formally.

3.2.1 Formal Definitions
Consider a system R = hS, A, T, s0 i = ||i∈I ri of a Rebeca model, where I = [1..n] is
the index set of the rebecs. To exploit symmetry, we use the permutations acting on
I. Since rebecs of the same type (i.e., instances of the same reactive-class) consist of
the same message servers, they exhibit similar behavior. We limit the permutations to
those preserving rebec types.
Definition 9 (Preserving rebec types) A permutation π is said to preserve rebec
types, if for all i,j such that π(i) = j, the rebecs ri and rj are instances of the same
reactive-class.
2 We do not address the problem of detecting symmetry in formulas. One solution is to use
indexed temporal logics [21] or to detect the symmetries in temporal logic formulas [52].
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Next, we define formally how to lift a permutation π defined on the index set I
to be applied on states and actions. For an action ai ∈ A, we define π(ai ) = aπ(i) .
Obviously, aπ(i) ∈ A if π preserves the rebec types.
Definition 10 (Permutation on states) The application of π on a global state s,
denoted by π(s), is defined as follows:
1. The values of data variables, say rj .vdi , rj .m[i] or rj .pdk [i], in state s, are assigned
to the local or queue variables rπ(j) .vdi , rπ(j) .m[i] or rπ(j) .pdk [i] in state π(s),
respectively.
2. Suppose the value of a rebec variable, say rj .vri , rj .s[i] or rj .prk [i], in state s is
x. In state π(s), the value π(x) is assigned to the variable rπ(j) .vri , rπ(j) .s[i] or
rπ(j) .prk [i], respectively.
Definition 11 (Preserving KR relation) If Ki = (t1 , t2 , . . . , tPi ) denotes the ordered list of the indices of the known-rebecs of ri , where i ∈ I, a permutation π
is said to preserve the known-rebec relation iff: ∀i∈I Kπ(i) = π(Ki ). The application
of π on a list is defined as the list obtained by applying π on every element, e.g.,
π(Ki ) = (π(t1 ), π(t2 ), . . . , π(tPi )).
Lemma 1 Given a permutation π, π(s0 ) = s0 if π preserves rebec types and known
rebec relation and the parameters to the initial message servers are symmetric, i.e., if
π(i) = j, and p is a parameter to the initial message server of ri , the corresponding
parameter for rj should
– have the same value as p, if p is a data variable; or,
– be equal to π(p), if p is a rebec variable.
The proof is straightforward from the definition of initial state (Def. 5) and the
application of permutations on states given above (Def. 10).
Theorem 1 (Soundness) If a permutation π preserves rebec types and π(s0 ) = s0 ,
then π is an automorphism of R (cf. Definition 7).
Theorem 2 The set of all permutations satisfying Theorem 1 form a group.
The proofs of these theorems are given in the Appendix. As an example of using
Theorem 1, we check if the permutation π = /2, 3, 0, 1, 6, 7, 4, 5/ is an automorphism
of the dining philosophers model as was discussed at the beginning of this subsection.
Notice that π satisfies the intuitive condition we expect, i.e., π(0) = 2 and π(2) = 0.
First of all, this permutation preserves rebec types; because, it does not map Forks to
Phils or vice versa. To check if π(s0 ) = s0 , we first need to make sure that π preserves
the known rebec relation (cf. Lemma 1). Consider r0 (phil0), whose known rebecs are
(fork0, fork3), i.e., K0 = (4, 7). We have: π(K0 ) = (π(4), π(7)) = (6, 5). Notice that
r6 and r5 represent fork2 and fork1, respectively, which are the known rebecs of r2
(phil2). So we showed that π(K0 ) = K2 = Kπ(0) . Similarly, one can ensure that the
known rebec relation is preserved for other rebecs, too. Finally, observe that the initial
message servers have no parameters, so it is also easy to see that π(s0 ) = s0 . From
Theorem 1, we can deduce that this permutation is an automorphism of the system.
In Section 5.1, we present an algorithm for checking whether a permutation preserves rebec types and known-rebec relation; and we show how to use the group of
these permutations (cf. Theorem 2) for computing a representative during symmetry
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knownrebecs { hKRdcl; i∗ }
Vdcl | T hv [i : Nat..Nat]i+
,
T hvGr i+
,
v h[i]i?

Call ::= vGr .M | self .M | sender.M
St ::= vGr = e;
| vGr = new C(hei∗, );
| forEachValueOf (i) {St ∗ }

Fig. 4 Extended syntax including scalar sets. The declarations here include only what is
different or added to Figure 1. Expressions (denoted by e) can now include scalar expressions.
An identifier i denotes a scalar set.

reduction. This approach does not need any changes to be made to the syntax of Rebeca, and is not based on any special syntactic notations used by modeler. This relieves
the modeler from the task of using symmetry-related constructs (e.g., scalar-sets) in
order to exhibit the automorphisms (see related work in Section 1.1).

3.3 Intra-rebec Symmetry in Rebeca
In systems with loosely coupled objects, symmetry is usually caused by the symmetric
composition of objects, thus, inter-rebec symmetry can be detected without scrutinizing
the internal behavior of the objects (like in ring networks). Such systems are addressed
by inter-rebec symmetry explained in the previous sub-section. However, sometimes
the internal structure of some objects also needs to be considered in order to reveal
the symmetric composition in the system, e.g., of the object in the center of a star
network. Intra-rebec symmetry extends inter-rebec symmetry to address this problem.
To this end, a new data type, namely scalar set, is added to the syntax of Rebeca.

3.3.1 Motivating Example - Bridge Controller
In this example, there is a two-way bridge with the capacity of only one train at a
time. In this model, two reactive-classes are introduced: Train and Controller. Two
Train instances, t1 and t2, are used for modeling the trains arriving at either side
of the bridge. The controller provides mutual exclusion and schedules the trains such
that starvation is avoided. For the controller, the trains have equal priorities and are
treated equally.
Suppose we do not consider the internal behavior of the rebecs, and only rely on the
communication structure (as required by Theorem 1). Assume the indices 1 and 2 for
the trains, and the index 3 for the controller. Then the known rebecs of the controller
are K3 = (1, 2). We intuitively expect π = /2, 1, 3/, which swaps t1 and t2, to be an
automorphism. However, π does not preserve the known rebec relation, because: π(K3 )
= (π(1), π(2)) = (2, 1) 6= Kπ(3) . We extend inter-rebec symmetry to allow swapping
the order of the known rebecs when the rebec has symmetric internal behavior.

3.3.2 Scalar Sets in Rebeca
To enable the modeler to exhibit internal symmetries in rebecs, we add scalar sets
[39] to the syntax of Rebeca (see Figure 4). An abridged Rebeca model of the Bridge
Controller system using scalar sets is shown in Figure 5. We use this as the running
example in this section.
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reactiveclass Controller (6) {
knownrebecs {Train trn[i:1..2];}
statevars
{boolean signal[i],waiting[i];}
...
msgsrv Arrive() {
forEachValueOf (i) {
if (sender == trn[i]) {
if (! signal[i +% 1]) {
signal[i] = true;
trn[i].Pass();
} else {
waiting[i] = true;
} } } } }

reactiveclass Train (3) {
knownrebecs {
Controller cntlr;
}
...
msgsrv Pass() {
...
} }
main {
Controller ctrl(t1,t2):();
Train t1(ctrl):();
Train t2(ctrl):();
}

Fig. 5 Using scalar sets in Rebeca

Scalar Sets. A scalar set is a set of consecutive scalar values. Scalar values are natural
numbers, on which only the operations for adding modulo the size of a set (+%) and
checking equality and non-equality are allowed. Formally, if i denotes a scalar value
from the scalar set [d, d + 1, ..., d + n − 1], then i +% c means ((i + c − d) % n) + d,
where % denotes remainder of integer division and c is a non-scalar integer.
Grouped Known-rebecs. When the modeler realizes that the behavior of a reactive
class is identical (i.e., symmetric) towards some of its known rebecs, s/he can group
them using scalar sets. The model checker can then consider this internal symmetry.
New scalar sets can be introduced only when declaring grouped known-rebecs. For
example, in Figure 5, Controller declares the scalar set i with the range [1,2] along
with the array-like definition of two known rebecs of type Train. This also helps the
modeler avoid repeating the symmetric part of the code in that reactive class (explained
in the sequel). The syntactic constraints on using scalarsets ensure that the containing
reactive class (e.g., Controller) has symmetric behavior towards these known rebecs.
Variables. The scalar sets defined for grouping known rebecs can be used as the
data type for defining other variables, called scalar variables; or, again in an array-like
definition of variables (or even other known rebecs). Variables and known rebecs defined
with this array-like syntax are called grouped variables and known rebecs, respectively.
signal and waiting in the controller are examples of grouped variables. Scalar variables
are distinguished by a subscript ‘s’ when necessary.
We define a cluster as the set of grouped known rebecs, grouped state variables, and
scalar variables that are defined using the same scalar set. The scalar set identifying
each cluster denotes the type of that cluster. In Figure 5, trn, signal and waiting
form a cluster of type (the scalar set) i. In other words, in each reactive class, there
is one cluster associated to each scalar set defined in it. A cluster is a logical concept
only used in the proofs.
Scalar Expressions. Given a scalar set ‘sclr’, a scalar expression of type sclr is
defined to be:
– a scalar variable of type sclr, or
– a scalar variable of type sclr added (using +%) to an integer, or
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– a nondeterministic choice from all values of sclr.
Scalar expressions are the only means for (indexed) access to grouped known rebecs
and variables. It is required that a scalar expression used as an index is of the same
type as the cluster containing the accessed known rebecs/variables. For instance, in
Figure 5, ‘i +% 1’ is a scalar expression (of type i) that is used for indexing signal.
For simpler manipulation of grouped known rebecs and variables, we define the construct forEachValueOf that associates a number of statements with a scalar set. Inside
the block, the name of the scalar set can be used as a scalar variable, which can, in
turn, participate in forming scalar expressions, and hence in indexing grouped known
rebecs and variables (but not on the left hand side of assignments). In the message
server Arrive in Controller, the grouped known rebecs and variables are accessed
inside a forEachValueOf block. In execution, the code in this block is repeated for the
different values of i, which can be 1 or 2.
The behavior of these blocks is similar to the for loop construct in programming
languages such as C and Java, or similar to the ALL construct in SMC [59]. The statements in such blocks are repeated for each value of the given scalar set. However, the
statements forming the body of each block must be written in such a way that the
result of the execution is independent of the order of the iterations. Two sufficient
(but not necessary) restrictions (taken from [39] and adapted to Rebeca) to obtain this
property are that:
– the set of variables written by any iteration should be disjoint from the set of
variables referenced (read or written) by other iterations; and,
– each known rebec can be chosen as destination for sending messages, only in one
iteration. For instance, you cannot use both trn[i] and trn[i +% 1] in send statements inside one block, because trn[1] will be called both when i is 1 and 2.
3.3.3 Using Scalar Sets for Detecting Symmetry
In this section, we write variables as ri .vg [e], where ri .vg represents a group of variables
of ri that share a name vg (e.g., signal in Figure 5), and e is the scalar value used as
the index. Without loss of generality, for non-grouped variables and known rebecs, we
assume a cluster typed with the singleton scalar set [1].
Definition 12 (Grouped KR lists) The grouped known rebecs list of ri is defined as
Li = (Li1 , Li2 , . . ., Libi ), where each Lij denotes the ordered list of the known-rebecs
sharing the same name.
In this definition, bi is the number of such lists for ri , and each Lij is assumed
to have dij elements. Obviously, the elements in each Lij have the same type. For
example, in Figure 5, Controller has two known rebecs of type Train sharing the
name trn. So its grouped known rebecs list contains one sub-list with two elements,
namely L3 = (L31 ), where L31 = (1, 2), assuming that 1 and 2 are the indices of the
Train instances t1 and t2.
Definition 13 (Rotary permutation) For a given i and j, the rotary permutations
.
acting on the members of Lij are defined as ψc (x) = x +% c, where 1 ≤ c ≤ dij .
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Definition 14 (Preserving grouped KR relation) A permutation π, defined on
the index set I, is said to preserve the grouped known rebec relation iff for every i ∈ I
and 1 ≤ j ≤ bi , we can find a rotary permutation ψc , such that Lπ(i)j = π(ψc (Lij )).
For each Lij the proper ψc is denoted as ψij .
This definition is illustrated at the end of this section. Note that preserving the
known rebec relation is a necessary condition for preserving the grouped known rebec
relation, and it becomes sufficient whenever for all i and j, Lij is a singleton (dij = 1).
Definition 15 (Permutation on states - extension of Def. 10) Given a permutation π defined on the index set I, together with a rotary permutation ψij for each
Lij , the action of π on a global state s, denoted π(s), is defined as follows. Suppose ‘e’
is a scalar variable that takes values from the scalar set associated to Lij .
1. The value of a data state variable, say ri .vdg [e], in state s, is assigned to the variable
rπ(i) .vdg [ψij (e)] in state π(s).
2. Suppose the value of a rebec state variable, say ri .vrg [e], in state s is x. In state
π(s), the value π(x) is assigned to the variable rπ(i) .vrg [ψij (e)].
3. If the value of a scalar state variable, say ri .vsg , in state s is y; in state π(s), the
value ψij (y) is assigned to the variable rπ(i) .vsg .
4. Queue variables are treated in the same way as in Definition 10.
The idea here is to allow permuting the grouped known rebecs internally using
rotary permutations whenever the strict ordering is irrelevant. This is indeed due to
the internal symmetry of the rebec. Considering the new definition of applying permutations on states, Theorems 1 and 2 presented in the previous sub-section still hold (by
taking the proper rotary permutations into account). However, we need to rephrase
Lemma 1 as follows.
Lemma 2 Given a permutation π, π(s0 ) = s0 if π preserves rebec types and grouped
known rebec relation and the parameters to the initial message servers of symmetric
rebecs are symmetric.
The proof is again straightforward from the definition of initial state (Def. 5) and
the application of permutation on states considering grouped known rebecs and variables (Def. 15). Note that the same definition of symmetric parameters is applicable,
because scalar variables cannot be passed as parameters to the initial message server.
That is due to the fact that the scope of scalar variables is inside reactive classes.
Recall that the permutation π = /2, 1, 3/ does not preserve the known rebec relation
of the bridge controller example and so Lemma 1 is not applicable. However, it does
preserve the grouped known rebec relation. To check that, consider the grouped known
rebec relation for the controller: L3 = (L31 ), where L31 = (1, 2). We must find a
proper rotary permutation ψ that satisfies: Lπ(3)1 = π(ψ(L31 )). It is easy to verify
that ψ = /2, 1/ satisfies this condition. After checking the same property for other
rebecs, Lemma 2 ensures that π(s0 ) = s0 and hence Theorem 1 states that π is an
automorphism of the model.

4 Partial Order Reduction
Partial order reduction is an efficient technique for reducing the state-space size when
model checking concurrent systems for next-time-free linear-time temporal logic (LTLX) [60, 50, 26–28]. We use static partial order reduction (as explained in [35]), which is
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considered to be the most practical variant of the partial order reduction techniques.
The idea here is that instead of considering all enabled actions at a given state s
(denoted by enabled(s) in the following), it is enough to explore only a subset based on
static characteristics of the actions. Recall from Section 2.1 that action aj is enabled
in s, if the corresponding message is at the queue head of rebec rj .
Definition 16 (Invisibility) An action that does not affect the satisfiability of the
(propositions used in the) specification to be checked is called invisible. A transition
labelled with an invisible action is also called invisible.
Definition 17 (Independence) A symmetric irreflexive relation I ⊆ A × A on actions is said to be an independence relation iff for all (ai , bj ) ∈ I and for each s such
that {ai , bj } ⊆ enabled(s), the following conditions hold:
a

i
t1 then bj ∈ enabled(t1 ).
– if there exists t1 such that s −→

a

bj

bj

a

i
i
t02 then t01 = t02 .
t1 −→ t01 and s −→ t2 −→
– if for some t1 , t2 , t01 , t02 ∈ S, s −→

Two transitions labelled with independent actions are called independent.
Intuitively, the independence of two actions ai and bj , means that whenever ai and
bj are both enabled at a given state s, the execution of one of them cannot disable the
other, and the consecutive execution of both, no matter which one is executed first,
must result in the same state.
Definition 18 (Global independence) An action is called globally independent if
it is independent from all actions of other rebecs. The transitions labelled with globally
independent actions are called globally independent.
Definition 19 (Safety) An action is called safe if it is invisible and globally independent. All the transitions labeled with a safe action are also called safe.
To apply static partial order reduction, the safety of actions must be known a
priori, i.e., must be determined by a static analysis of the model before staring the
model checking. Intuitively, the execution of a safe action at a given state leads to
a state where all other enabled actions (from other rebecs) remain enabled. So the
execution of other enabled actions can be postponed to the future states. Therefore, at
each state, we can define a subset of the enabled actions, called the ample set, which
contains the minimum actions that need to be explored.
This strategy alone may cause some postponed enabled actions to be ignored forever. This so called ignoring problem may occur in the case of a loop. Generally, the
solutions to the ignoring problem are called provisos (e.g., stack proviso [35], alternate
proviso [49] or provisos for safety and liveness properties in [25]) whose need was first
recognized by Valmari [60]. The stack proviso, implemented in SPIN, requires that the
execution of none of the actions in the ample set should cut the DFS search stack
(which definitely closes a loop). If no ample set satisfying the chosen proviso can be
found, all the enabled actions from all rebecs must be explored. Such a state is said to
be fully expanded.
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4.1 Partial Order Reduction for Rebeca
In a Rebeca model, at each state, at most one action from each rebec is enabled (because
there can be only one message at the queue head). This action may result in more than
one transition (if it involves nondeterministic choices). Therefore, at a given state, the
ample set can be the set of transitions due to the enabled action of a rebec, provided
that: 1) the enabled action is safe; 2) some proviso, e.g., stack proviso, is also fulfilled.
As explained in the previous subsection, the static partial order reduction technique
requires that the safety of actions is determined statically.
Theorem 3 If a message server is only composed of safe assignment and safe send
statements, its corresponding action is safe.
The proofs of the theorems are given in Appendix C. According to Theorem 3, in
order to determine the safety of message servers statically, we need to determine the
safety of assignments and send statements. In addition as shown in Appendix C, the
assignments in the initial message server are always safe. This, for example, directly
leads to the safety of the initial message server if it contains no ‘send’ statement.
The safety of other assignments is also easy to determine by considering the desired
property.
To guarantee the safety of send statements, we need to find those queues that are
accessed (for write) only by one rebec [41] (see Lemma 7 in Appendix C). In order to
find such queues statically, it is necessary that the model does not involve dynamic
rebec creation nor dynamic change of topology. Both can be statically determined by
making sure that rebec variables do not appear on the left hand side of assignments
or as parameters of message servers. Otherwise, only the safety of assignments can
be determined statically. As shown in Section 6, even in such cases, this can lead to
considerable reductions.
In a model with no dynamic statements, known-rebecs can be statically bound to
real rebecs. Then by a static analysis of the send statements in the model, it is possible
to find the rebecs that access each queue (i.e., send messages to the rebec that owns
the queue). Note, however, that the initial message is not considered in this analysis,
because it is implicitly placed in the queue of all rebecs at the initial state. As a result,
it cannot disable or be disabled by other actions.

5 The Rebeca Model Checking Tool
The Rebeca model checking tool consists of two components: a translator and an
engine.3 The ‘Model-checking Engine of Rebeca (Modere)’ is the component that performs the actual task of model checking. It is based on the automata-theoretic approach
[61, 62]. In this approach, the system and the specification (of the negation of the desired property) are each specified with a Büchi automaton. The system satisfies the
property when the language of the automaton generated by the synchronous product
of these two automata is empty. Otherwise, the product automaton has a reachable
accepting cycle (a cycle reachable from the initial state and containing at least one
3 http://www.reykjavikuniversity.is/icerose/applying-formal-methods/tools/
http://ece.ut.ac.ir/fml/rmc.htm

or
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accepting state) that shows the undesired behavior of the system. In this case, an error
trace witnessing a counter-example to the property is reported.
Given a Rebeca model and some LTL specification (for the negation of the desired
property), the translator component generates the automata for the system and the
specification. These automata are represented by C++ objects. The files containing these
objects are placed automatically beside the engine (Modere). The whole package is then
compiled to produce an executable for model checking the given Rebeca model.
In Modere, the local states of rebecs are stored locally. A global state is the composition of the local states of all rebecs and the specification automaton, which are
represented by their id numbers. This method is similar to the “collapse” compression method used in SPIN [34]. Modere uses Nested Depth First Search (NDFS) [36]
for computing the product automaton and performing model-checking on-the-fly. For
better memory management, Modere uses a non-recursive implementation of NDFS,
and handles the search stack manually. Furthermore, Modere considers only the fair
sequences of execution. An infinite sequence is considered (weakly) fair when all the
rebecs are infinitely often executed or disabled.

5.1 Exploiting Symmetry
In Section 3, we showed that a permutation should satisfy three conditions in order to be
an automorphism: preserve rebec types, preserve (grouped) known rebec relation and
preserve the symmetry of the parameters to the initial message server. The algorithm
in Figure 6 checks if a permutation (π or pi) exists that maps ri to rj while preserving
rebec types and known rebec relation. If the algorithm returns true, pi contains this
permutation. The algorithm is extended in Figure 7 to consider grouped known rebec
relation. Checking the third condition is straightforward.
In this subsection, the names in type-writer font refer to variables in the algorithms. First, π(i) is assumed to be j. In order to preserve known rebec relation, π(Ki )
must match Kj ; i.e., applying π on the elements of K(i) (representing Ki ) must result
in the elements of K(j). At each step, there are two lists of rebec indices, represented by
p1 and p2, that must match via π, and are initialized at line 4 by K(i) and K(j). Lines
6 to 12 ensure that the first element of p1, assigned to x, matches the first element of
p2, assigned to y. When we add π(x) = y to the permutation, their known rebecs must
be checked, too. This is ensured in line 10, by adding their known rebecs to p1 and
p2. The algorithm repeats the process and returns true if all the indices in p1 and p2
match. If the computed permutation pi is not complete, we can repeat the algorithm
for checking the equivalence of the missing rebec indices until a complete permutation
is found (cf. Section 5.1.1).
In order to add support for intra-rebec symmetry, we use grouped known rebec
lists, i.e., L(i) instead of K(i) (lines 4 and 10 in Figure 7). As a result, each member
of p1 or p2, is itself a list of rebec indices (call them sublists). To match the indices
within the sublists, we must find a proper rotary permutation ψt (cf. Definition 14).
The variable t is used to determine ψt at each step, and t+%m computes ψt (m). To
ensure that a proper value for t is selected in Line 7.1, consider the sublists x and y in
Figure 7 that must match via ψt . There are three possibilities. First, suppose π(x[u])
is already defined to be y[v] for some u and v (when this line is to be executed). In
that case, t is set to v − u. Second, if π is defined for no element of x, then t can be
an arbitrary number (less than the size of x and y). In that case, the algorithm sets t
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00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

int[] pi; // permutation
check (i, j) : boolean;
if (type[i] != type[j]) return false;// must preserve rebec types
pi[i] := j;
// i is mapped to j
p1 := K(i); p2 := K(j);
while p1 not empty do
x := removeFirstElement(p1);
y := removeFirstElement(p2);
if (pi[x] is undefined)
pi[x] := y;
p1 += K(x); p2 += K(y);
// add to the end of the list
else if (pi[x] != y) // known-rebec relation is not preserved
return false;
od
return true;
end

Fig. 6 Inter-rebec symmetry detection algorithm
00 int[] pi; // permutation
01 check (i, j) : boolean;
02
if (type[i] != type[j]) return false;
03
pi[i] := j;
04
p1 := L(i); p2 := L(j); // the grouped known rebec lists of i,j
05
while p1 not empty do
06
x := removeFirstElement(p1);
07
y := removeFirstElement(p2);
07.1
determine proper t
// see text for explanation
07.2
for m:=0 to lengthOf(x) do
08
if (pi[x[m]] is undefined)
09
pi[x[m]] := y[t+%m]; // add t to m modulo lengthOf(y)
10
p1 += L(x[m]); p2 += L(y[t+%m]);
11
else if (pi[x[m]] != y[t+%m])
12
return false;
12.1
od
13
od
14
return true;
15 end

Fig. 7 General symmetry detection algorithm (inter- and intra-rebec symmetry)

to 0. Third, if for some u, π(x[u]) is defined, but is not in y, the algorithm fails and
returns false. After determining t (in fact ψt ), lines 7.2 to 12.1 make sure that other
members of x are mapped to the proper indices from y (i.e., π(x[m]) = y[ψt (m)]. As
before, the algorithm iterates over all elements of p1 and p2 to make sure that the
grouped known rebec relation is preserved.
5.1.1 Applying Symmetry Reduction
Applying symmetry reduction during model checking amounts to computing the representative of every state we reach. One way to tackle this problem is by computing
all the automorphisms of the model before starting the model checking. To this end,
we can run the check algorithm for every pair of rebecs and thus find the equivalence
groups of rebecs. Then we can compute the group of automorphisms that correspond
to this partitioning of the rebecs. Then, during model checking we need to find the
proper automorphism, such that unique representatives are obtained for the equivalence classes induced on states; for example, the automorphism resulting in the smallest
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Fig. 8 A global state in the dining philosophers example

state representation w.r.t. lexicographic ordering (cf. [13, 7]). A naive computation of
this, i.e., comparing all automorphisms, may be computationally expensive because in
full symmetry the number of automorphisms is exponential. The advantage of the naive
algorithm is that it results in more reduction (at the cost of more execution time).
Alternatively, we propose to use the check algorithm at model checking time to
compute the proper automorphism on-the-fly. The idea is again to select as representative the smallest state (w.r.t. the lexicographic ordering) from the equivalence class
induced by the symmetry group resulting from Theorem 2. In this approach, first we
(lexicographically) sort the local states of the rebecs. Then, using the check algorithm,
we find the automorphism that maps (the index of) the rebec with the smallest local
state to 0. If no such automorphism exists we try the rebec with the second smallest local state and so on. If the check does not produce a complete permutation, we
complete the permutation by calling check again to assign the rebec with the smallest
remaining local state to the first empty element of the permutation. The process is
repeated until the proper permutation is found (which may very well be the identity
permutation).
For example assume Figure 8 shows a global state of the dining philosophers example, where the local states are represented by numbers. Since fork0 (rebec with index
4) has the smallest local state, we first try to map π(4) = 0 by calling check(4,0).
This is not possible because rebecs 0 (i.e., phil0) and 4 (i.e., fork0) are not of the same
type. The rebec with the next smallest local state is phil2. Calling check(2,0) returns
true and it results in pi holding the permutation /2, 3, 0, 1, 6, 7, 4, 5/.
We took the idea of using lexicographic ordering on the states from Bosnacki et
al. [7]. As they mention, in some cases, this heuristic may result in multiple representatives when more than a rebec with the same local states exist. The algorithm can
be made more accurate at the cost of comparing all orderings of such rebecs, which in
the worst case is again exponential. Nevertheless, the empirical results in Section 6 are
encouraging. In that section, we compare the on-the-fly approach with the naive one.
5.1.2 Complexity Analysis
We show now that the on-the-fly algorithm for finding the representative states works
in polynomial time (in the number of rebecs in the given model). First consider the
check algorithm. In its both versions, line 8 ensures that each element of π (=pi) is
assigned at most once. Since π has n elements, lines 9 and 10 are executed O(n) times.
In the following paragraph, the text in parentheses applies only to the analysis of the
second algorithm (for intra-rebec symmetry).
Consider the indices (in the sublists) of known-rebecs of x([m]) that are added
to p1 in line 10. Once an index is added to p1, it is later checked exactly once in
line 8 (although in line 6 a sublist of indices are removed together from p1). (Line
7.1 may also need to check each index in x at most O(1) times for finding proper t.)
However, the number of indices added to p1 in line 10 is at most n − 1, which happens
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if x([m]) contains all other rebec indices. Therefore, lines 8 to 12 are at most executed
O(n ∗ (n − 1)) = O(n2 ) times. This means that the running time of the check algorithm
is O(n2 ).
For computing a representative state using the on-the-fly approach, first it takes
O(nlog(n)) to sort the local states. In the worst-case, we may then compare every pair
of rebecs, which results in an execution time of O(nlog(n) + n2 × n2 ) = O(n4 ) in total.
5.1.3 Discussion
Considering the raw idea of symmetry explained in Section 3.1, the methods presented here may miss some of the automorphisms on the states. In other words, these
algorithms are sound (according to the theorems in Sections 3.2 and 3.3) but not necessarily complete. In fact, all practical approaches to using symmetry reduction (cf.
related work in Section 1.1) suffer from the same inaccuracy. That is what we lose,
as we want to avoid the exponential time analysis of the whole state space. However,
intuitively, it is usually believed that the symmetry in the transition system is mainly
due to symmetric processes/rebecs.
To the best of our knowledge, the algorithms given in this section, have no counterpart in the literature (except the line of work by Miller, Donaldson et al. [17–20],
see related work in Section 1.1), as it has usually been the modeler’s task to specify
the symmetry explicitly, or general graph-isomorphism algorithms are employed. In
Rebeca, we can find the automorphisms by analyzing the known rebec relation, because we have encapsulated objects that communicate only via asynchronous message
passing. We expect our techniques to be generalizable to other high-level models of
concurrency of which encapsulation and asynchronous message passing form the basis.
The current implementation of Modere is based on NDFS. Therefore, we adopted
the method in [5] for exploiting symmetry. As shown by Bosnacki [5] with a simple example in terms of a state graph, under fairness assumptions, this method does
not necessarily produce all the counter examples. Nevertheless, any property violation
produced by this method is a counter example of the system. Therefore, the current implementation can still be useful for debugging very big systems that cannot be analyzed
otherwise, or for the verification of safety properties that do not require fairness.

5.2 Combining Partial Order and Symmetry Reduction
Modere, as described in our previous work [41], also supports partial order reduction.
The combination of partial order reduction and symmetry reduction techniques was
first studied by Emerson et al. [22]. For this purpose, partial order reduction can be
applied on the quotient structure obtained by exploiting the symmetry in a model. To
do so, we need to find an ample function that works on the quotient structure (ample
function computes the ample set for a given state, cf. Section 4). Iosif [38] proposes an
algorithm for applying partial order reduction while constructing the quotient structure
on-the-fly. Since Modere does indeed construct the quotient structure on-the-fly, the
latter approach is more appropriate. Furthermore, in this algorithm, the ample function
works on the original state graph of the system.
The C++ code of Modere (generated for a given Rebeca model) contains the appropriate code for both symmetry and partial order reduction methods. The pieces of code
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related to these techniques are surrounded by compiler directives (like the code for partial order reduction in SPIN). To select each of these reduction methods, the modeler
can decide to include the relevant code in compilation. This means that no decision
about the reduction method is made during run-time resulting in faster execution.

6 Empirical Results
In this section, we provide the results from model checking some case studies, by
applying symmetry and partial order reduction separately and in combination. In all
these cases, we checked the models for deadlock on a 3.2GHz Intel processor with 2GB
main memory. Although these case studies do not make full use of Modere’s features
like LTL model checking and fairness, they do demonstrate an effective application of
the developed reduction techniques in model checking.
Table 9 compares the effect of the implemented reduction techniques. A plus (+) in
this table implies that the model checker has used up all the available physical memory
and thus model checking could not be finished. A minus (-) is used when a reduction
technique was not applicable, i.e., would cause no reduction. Note that the reduction in
model checking time is not proportional to the reduction in states, due to the overhead
of using symmetry and partial-order reduction.
Table 10 compares the results of on-the-fly reduction based on inter-rebec and
intra-rebec symmetry detection with a naive algorithm. The naive algorithm computes
statically the symmetry groups based on intra-rebec symmetry detection technique
(when applicable) and at each state compares the application of all automorphisms to
find the lexicographically smallest state. Table 10 also shows the size of the automorphism groups computed statically (in the column under ‘Aut Size’).
Dining Philosophers. The dining philosophers problem was introduced in Section 2. The
size of this model is shown as the number of philosophers in the model. We checked this
model for 2 to 5 philosophers. Model checking 6 philosophers was not possible with any
reduction technique. With four philosophers, binding rebecs in the same way as shown
in Figure 2 (in Section 2) makes the model symmetric (with respect to inter-rebec
symmetry). In order to avoid deadlock, no symmetry can be used for other numbers
of philosophers. However, partial order reduction can be applied to all sizes. The only
safe action in this model is the initial message server of Fork, which contains only
assignments (cf. Section 4). Even one safe action can result in considerable reduction.
This is seen better when the two reduction techniques are combined.
Trains - Bridge controller. This model was used as the motivating example for intrarebec symmetry in Section 3.3. This example is extended so that it can be modeled
with different configurations by increasing the number of trains. The number of trains
is used to show the size of these models in Table 9. Partial order reduction in this model
is due to the safety of the initial and release message servers of the bridge controller.
Partial order reduction is not effective with models of size 8 or greater. Using scalar sets
of the proper size in the bridge controller makes it possible to use intra-rebec symmetry.
This technique is more effective than partial order reduction in this example and can
handle up to 8 trains. The combination of the two techniques can even handle 9 trains,
in which case 21 million states are stored.
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Fig. 9 The effect of partial order and symmetry reduction techniques. This table is based on
intra-rebec symmetry except for dining philosophers.
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Fig. 11 Initial communication graph for the load-balancer example

reactiveclass LoadBalancer (4) {
knownrebecs {
Server srv[scs:1..3];
}
statevars {
scs srvNo;
}
msgsrv initial(){
srvNo = ?(1, 2, 3);
}
msgsrv request(){
srv[srvNo].service(sender);
srvNo = srvNo +% 1;
}
}
reactiveclass Server (7) {
knownrebecs {}
statevars {}
msgsrv initial() {}
msgsrv service(Client rec){
rec.serviceComplete();
}
}

reactiveclass Client (2) {
knownrebecs {
LoadBalancer lb;
}
statevars {}
msgsrv initial(){
self.requestService():
}
msgsrv requestService(){
lb.request();
}
msgsrv serviceComplete(){
self.requestService();
}
}
main{
Client c1(lb1):(), c4(lb2):(),
c2(lb1):(), c5(lb2):(),
c3(lb1):(), c6(lb2):();
Server s1():(), s2():(),
s3():();
LoadBalancer lb1(s1,s2,s3):(),
lb2(s1,s2,s3):();
}

Fig. 12 Rebeca code for the load-balancer 6/3 (i.e., 6 clients and 3 servers)

Table 10 shows that a naive reduction behaves better than the on-the-fly reduction
heuristic for this example. This model has a star topology with the controller in the
middle. The only symmetry in this model is the symmetric internal behavior of the
controller. Therefore, the size of the automorphism group is equal to the number of
trains in the model, which is due to the rotary nature of the permutations used in intrarebec symmetry. The small size of the symmetry group makes it practically possible to
naively compare all automorphisms in order to compute a unique representative.
Load Balancer. In this problem (from [19]), there are some identical clients that need
some specific service, which is provided by a number of identical servers. Instead of
communicating directly with the servers, the clients send their requests to the loadbalancer entities. The responsibility of a load-balancer is to distribute the incoming
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requests evenly among the servers. As a result, all servers receive an (almost) equal
number of service requests. The servers, after finishing the requested service, reply
directly to the clients. Only then, the clients may again ask for service. The size of this
model is shown by the number of clients and servers (written as c/s).
Figure 11 shows the known rebec relation of the 6/3 model. As shown here, the
clients are not introduced as known-rebecs of the servers. Instead, the servers receive,
as parameter to the service method, the ID of the client to which they should address
the reply. Furthermore, each load balancer knows all the three available servers. Due to
the symmetric behavior of the load balancers, their known rebecs are introduced using
a scalar set (see Figure 12), thus allowing us to use intra-rebec symmetry reduction in
this model.
This model is subject to both inter-rebec and intra-rebec symmetry. Even without
taking the symmetric behavior of the load balancers into account, we can freely permute
the clients in each side (based on inter-rebec symmetry). Using intra-rebec symmetry,
we can permute the servers, too; but only using rotary permutations. Theoretically,
intra-rebec symmetry should produce more reduction because the symmetry group is
bigger, but using on-the-fly detection, this is not always the case, as can be seen for
4/3 and 6/3 configurations. The reason is that the heuristics applied in finding the
representative states do not always compute a unique representative. Table 10 shows
that by the growth of the size of the automorphism group, the naive reduction gets
very slow, but at the same time very effective in terms of memory usage. For the 6/4
model, the on-the-fly techniques used up all the memory and could not finish, while
the naive method finished successfully after almost one and a half hours.
The application of partial order reduction is also quite effective in this model,
although only the initial message server of load balancer is safe. As can be seen in
Table 9, the only possibility for checking 6 clients and 4 servers is by combining partial
order and symmetry reduction techniques.

Two-phase commit. The last case study we modeled is the two-phase commit protocol
(2PC) for distributed databases. There are some number of similar nodes that may
start a transaction, which can in turn be committed if all nodes come to a consensus.
In our model, when a node nondeterministically decides to create a transaction, it
starts it on all cooperating nodes. The response from the cooperating nodes indicates
whether they commit or fail. There will be a consensus when the number of received
responses is equal to the expected value and they are all true.
In this model, partial order reduction is not applicable because none of the message
servers is safe. The communication graph of this model is a complete graph because
each node is able to communicate with all other nodes. In a model with n nodes, interrebec symmetry can find only n automorphisms because of the order of the knownrebecs. Intra-rebec symmetry relaxes this limitation. For a model with two nodes, the
results of inter-rebec and intra-rebec symmetry are the same because each node has
only one known rebec. With three nodes, we can see that intra-rebec symmetry has a
better performance (very close to optimal, i.e., the naive reduction). With 4 nodes, we
couldn’t model check this example.
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reactiveclass Node(10) {
msgsrv createTransaction() {
knownrebecs {
if (?(true,false)) {
Node known[t:1..2];
boolean result;
}
forEachValueOf(t)
statevars {
cooperator[t] = false;
boolean receivedResults;
received = 0;
byte received;
expected = 0;
byte expected;
receivedResults = true;
boolean[t] cooperator;
forEachValueOf(t) {
}
cooperator[t] = true;
msgsrv initial() {
expected = expected + 1;
self.createTransaction();
known[t].startTransaction();
}
}
msgsrv startTransaction() {
expected = expected + 1;
sender.coResponse(?(true, false));
self.coResponse(?(true, false));
}
}
msgsrv coResponse(boolean result) {
else {
received = received + 1;
self.createTransaction();
if (!result)
} } }
receivedResults = false;
main {
if (received == expected) {
Node node1(node2, node3):();
self.createTransaction();
Node node2(node3, node1):();
}
Node node3(node1, node2):();
}
}

Fig. 13 Two-phase commit (2PC) protocol in Rebeca with three nodes

7 Conclusions and Future Work
Rebeca is an actor-based language for modeling and verification of reactive systems
where reactive objects can communicate only through asynchronous message passing.
Dynamic rebec creation and dynamic change of topology are also possible by using the
so called rebec variables. In this paper, we addressed the problem of model checking
Rebeca by applying symmetry and partial order reduction methods.
Considering the asynchrony in the model and the actor-based nature, we proposed
efficient symmetry detection and reduction techniques for Rebeca. We first proposed
inter-rebec symmetry, which can be applied without making any changes to the syntax
of Rebeca. The main advantage of this approach is that the modeler does not need
to be concerned about the reduction techniques being used. We then proposed intrarebec symmetry to be used when there are rebecs with internally symmetric behavior
(including but not limited to star topology). We added scalar sets to the syntax of
Rebeca to enable the modeler to show the symmetric behavior of these specific rebecs.
This is still simpler than the traditional approaches that require the modeler to exhibit
the symmetry in the whole system. We proved the soundness of our algorithms. Finally,
we proposed a heuristic algorithm that employs these symmetry detection techniques
in order to calculate the representative states on-the-fly.
We also applied static partial order reduction to Rebeca. Static partial order reduction, the most practical variant of the partial order reduction techniques, is based on
detecting safe actions statically by overviewing the model. We showed how we can determine the safety of actions in a given Rebeca model. The special case of assignments
in the ‘initial’ message server, which was also helpful in the presented case studies,
makes partial order reduction a promising reduction technique for Rebeca. As shown
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in the empirical results, the combination of partial order and symmetry can yield even
better reductions in model checking Rebeca models.
The Model checking Engine of Rebeca (called Modere) uses the automata theoretic
approach to model checking. Currently, specifications can be written in LTL and are
automatically translated to Büchi automata. Modere, besides symmetry and partial
order reduction techniques, takes advantage of different tricks to reduce memory usage,
for example by handling the search stack manually.
Other reduction techniques applied to Rebeca in theory include compositional verification [56] and slicing-based reductions [51]. In future, these techniques can be added
to Modere as well, and their combination with partial order and symmetry should be
studied. Another future direction is the generalization of our symmetry detection algorithms to Promela. On the other hand, the ideas of scalar sets can be further studied for
detecting data symmetries in Rebeca. For example, by reusing the ideas of intra-rebec
symmetry, one may consider the application of scalar-sets in breaking the symmetry
of parameters when applicable.
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A Proof of Theorem 1
The proof is given here for the more general case of intra-rebec symmetry. To obtain the
simpler proof for inter-rebec symmetry only (without the notion of scalar sets involved), one
can remove the parts related to scalar sets. We first prove some lemmas to make the proof of
the theorem easier.
Lemma 3 Given a permutation π, if a scalar expression evaluates to e in state s then it
evaluates to ψ(e) in π(s), where ψ is the rotary permutation for the cluster type associated to
the expression (cf. Def. 15).
Proof Considering the definition of scalar expressions in Section 3.3.2, there are three possibilities:
a. If the expression is simply a scalar variable, it can either be a scalar state variable or a scalar
set used inside a forEachValueOf block. For scalar state variables, this is straightforward
from Def. 15. In the case of a forEachValueOf block, since the block is executed once per
each value of the scalar set, and the execution of different iterations are independent, we
can map iteration e in aj (in s) to iteration ψ(e) in aπ(j) (in π(s)).
b. A scalar expression can also be a scalar variable added to an integer z. The value z is
based only on data variables, so it is the same value in s and π(s). Suppose that ψ(x) is
defined as x +% c (cf. Def.13). If the scalar expression evaluates to e = x +% z in s, the
same expression in π(s) evaluates to ψ(x) +% z = x +% c +% z = ψ(x +% z) = ψ(e).
c. Finally, a scalar expression can be a nondeterministic choice from all values of the scalar
set denoting its type. We can again simply map the transition due to choosing e in state
s, to the transition due to choosing ψ(e) in π(s).
u
t
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Lemma 4 Given a permutation π that preserves rebec types and some state s such that
aπ(j)

aj

a transition s −→ t exists, a transition π(s) −→ t0 exists and the same sub-actions can be
executed in aj and aπ(j) .
Proof The fact that action aj is enabled at state s means that the message corresponding to
action a is at the queue head of rj , i.e., rj .m[1] = a. Therefore, in π(s), we have rπ(j) .m[1] = a.
aπ(j)

This means that there is a transition π(s) −→ t0 in the model. Since π preserves the rebec
types, a refers to the same message server in both rj and rπ(j) .
To show that the same sub-actions will be executed in aj and aπ(j) , we analyze conditions
in Rebeca (which may be used inside message servers as guards for sub-actions). Conditions
can be categorized as follows, based on the type of the variables used:
1. Data variables: Since data variables hold similar values in s and π(s), any expression
(including logical expressions and conditions), based only on data variables, also evaluates
to the same value in s and π(s).
2. Rebec variables: Rebec variables (including the sender keyword) are only allowed to be
compared for equality or non equality with other rebec variables. Recall that if a rebec
variable holds the value x in s, in π(s) the corresponding variable evaluates to π(x). Since
π is a bijective function, the equality or non equality of two rebec variables is preserved
by π.
3. Scalar variables: Scalar expressions can only be compared for equality or non equality
with other scalar expressions. Since by applying π on s, the values of scalar expressions
are mapped using ψ, the equality or non equality result remains unchanged.
As a result, conditions in aj and aπ(j) evaluate to the same values, which implies that the
same sub-actions will be executed in these actions.
u
t

Theorem 1. If a permutation π preserves rebec types and π(s0 ) = s0 , then π is an automorphism of R.
Proof Consider the definition of an automorphism (Def. 7). We have π(s0 ) = s0 ; therefore, we
aπ(j)

aj

need to prove that if s −→ t is a transition in T , there exists a transition π(s) −→ π(t) in T ,
too. Instead, we show that for every reachable state t, π(t) is also reachable from s0 (and the
desired property of the theorem will also be proven). Throughout the proof, whenever we refer
to a cluster (cf. Section 3.3.2), we use ψ to denote the rotary permutation associated with that
cluster (according to Def. 15).
We use an induction on the length of the shortest path from s0 to s, denoted by l(s).
It is assumed among the hypotheses of the theorem that π(s0 ) = s0 , thus, the basis of the
induction follows. Now, assume that for any state q with l(q) < k, the induction hypothesis
holds, that is π(q) is reachable from s0 . To complete the proof, we have to show that for any
reachable t with l(t) = k, π(t) is also reachable.
aj

Consider some state s with l(s) = k − 1, such that s −→ t. Since l(s) < k, π(s) is reachable.
aπ(j)

Based on Lemma 4, a transition π(s) −→ t0 exists, in which the same sub-actions as aj are
executed. In the following, by comparing the effect of executing the enabled sub-actions of aj
and aπ(j) , we demonstrate that the variables in t0 hold the same values as in π(t). The possible
sub-actions to be considered are:
1. Message removal:
∀i>0
∀i>0
∀i>0  ∀0<k≤hj

aj

The transition s −→ t always contains this sub-action, which results in:
 rj .m[i] ← rj .m[i + 1]
 rj .s[i] ← rj .s[i + 1]
 rj .pk [i] ← rj .pk [i + 1]
aπ(j)

By Definition 10, it is deduced that the transition π(s) −→ t0 contains:
∀i>0
 rπ(j) .m[i] ← rπ(j) .m[i + 1]
∀i>0
 rπ(j) .s[i] ← rπ(j) .s[i + 1]
∀i>0  ∀0<k≤hj  rπ(j) .pk [i] ← rπ(j) .pk [i + 1]
2. Note that according to Lemma 3, if a scalar expression evaluates to e in s, it evaluates to
ψ(e) in π(s). There are three cases:
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(a) Assignment to a data variable (say rj .vdi [e]): Assume that y represents the result of
evaluating an expression, which is only based on data variables in state s. The same
expression in π(s) evaluates to the same value y (because data variables retain their
values). Therefore, if aj assigns y to rj .vdi [e] then aπ(j) has a sub-action of the form
rπ(j) .vdi [ψ(e)] ← y.
(b) Assignment to a rebec variable (rj .vri [e]): In this case, the right hand side can only be
a rebec variable4 . Assume that this variable contains the value x in state s. Therefore,
such an assignment in aj can be written as rj .vri [e] ← x. Considering Definition 10,
the same variable has the value π(x) in the state π(s). In other words, aπ(j) has a
sub-action of the form rπ(j) .vri [ψ(e)] ← π(x).
(c) Assignment to a scalar state variable: If it is assigned e by aj , based on lemma 3, the
value ψ(e) is assigned to the variable by aπ(j) .
3. Send: Suppose that aj contains a send sub-action, in which the message m with parameters
n1 , . . . , nhk is sent from rj to rk . This necessitates that k is the value of a rebec variable,
e.g. rj .vg [e]. According to Definition 15, rπ(j) .vg [ψ(e)] contains the value π(k) in π(s).
Consequently, it is easy to see that the action aπ(j) results in the message m with symmetric
parameters being sent from rπ(j) to rπ(k) . By symmetric parameters, it is meant that one
of the following cases applies, based on the type of the parameter:
– data variable: the same value as in s is used.
– rebec variable: the permutation π is applied to the value in s.
– scalar expression: the proper rotary permutation ψ is applied to the parameter value
when applying π.
Assuming that ηi represents the symmetric value corresponding to ni , in t0 we have: for y
such that rπ(k) .m[y] = ⊥ ∧ ∀0<z<y rπ(k) .m[z] 6= ⊥) perform
rπ(k) .m[y] ← m, rπ(k) .s[y] ← π(j), and ∀1≤i≤hπ(k) rπ(k) .pi [y] ← ηi .
4. Rebec creation: If aj results in the creation of a rebec with the new index v, the result of
the execution of aπ(j) would be the creation of a rebec with the new index, say w. We only
need to extend π to include the pair (v, w), i.e. π(v) = w. Placing the initial message
and its parameters at the queue head of the new rebec, is just the same as sending the
initial message.
By analyzing the values of the variables in state t0 , it can be deduced that t0 = π(t). So,
aπ(j)

we have both shown that π(t) exists, and π(s) −→ π(t) ∈ T .

u
t

B Proof of Theorem 2
Theorem 2. The set of all permutations satisfying Theorem 1 form a group.
Proof The conditions in Theorem 1 are preserving rebec types, known rebec relation and the
symmetry of the parameters to the initial message server. The identity permutation trivially
satisfies these conditions.
We first show that the set of permutations satisfying these conditions is closed under
composition of permutations. Assume that π and φ are in the set.
– Since π and φ preserve rebec types, it is easy to see that for any i, the rebecs ri , rπ(i) and
rφ◦π(i) have the same type, therefore, φ ◦ π(i) preserves rebec types.
– We have: φ◦π(Ki ) = φ(π(Ki )) = φ(Kπ(i) ) = Kφ(π(i)) = Kφ◦π(i) , therefore, φ◦π preserves
known rebec relation.
– If p is a rebec parameter to the initial message of ri , the same parameter for rπ(i) and
rφ◦π(i) has the value π(p) and φ ◦ π(p), respectively. In the case of a data parameter, it
has the same value.
It remains to show that the set contains the inverse of all its elements. Assume that π is
in the set, and for a given i assume that j = π −1 (i).
– Since π preserve the rebec types, rj and rπ(j) have the same type, which are respectively
equivalent to rπ−1 (i) and ri and thus π −1 preserves rebec types.
4 It can also be the sender keyword, which represents the head of the sender queue, and is
also a rebec variable.
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– We know that π(Kj ) = Kπ(j) = Ki . Hence, applying π −1 to the elements of Ki results in
Kj . Therefore, we have π −1 (Ki ) = Kj = Kπ−1 (i) .
– The parameters of ri and rj are also trivially symmetric.
This proves the theorem for inter-rebec symmetry and simple known rebecs. We chose this for
a simpler presentation, but the proof can be easily adapted to address grouped known rebecs
by adding the rotary permutations when necessary.
u
t

C Proof of Theorem 3
In this section, we study the safety of different sub-actions (cf. Section 2) and actions in
Rebeca. In the following, note that actions that only change the local variables of a rebec, like
assignments, are globally independent.
Lemma 5 Message removal is always safe.
Proof The ‘message removal’ sub-action means shifting queue variables (of the current rebec)
toward the queue head. This sub-action is invisible, because a specification is not allowed to
use queue variables. It is globally independent, because it does not affect the variables of other
rebecs.
u
t
Lemma 6 Assignments in the initial message server and assignments to variables that are
not included in the specification are safe.
Proof An ‘assignment’ changes the value of a local variable and has no effect on the variables
of other rebecs, so all assignments are globally independent. As a result, an assignment is safe
if it is invisible. An assignment in the initial message server is always invisible, because all
variables are just being initialized. In other message servers, if the variable on the left hand side
of an assignment is not used in the requested specification, that assignment is also invisible,
and hence safe.
u
t
Lemma 7 Sending a message from ri to rj is safe if ri is the exclusive sender to rj (similar
to the idea of exclusive send/receive constructs, xs and xr, in Promela).
Proof Sending a message can be considered as placing that message at the queue tail of the
receiving rebec. Specifications are not allowed to use queue variables, so all ‘send’ operations
are invisible. Therefore, safety of ‘sends’ depends on their being globally independent. But
since each ‘send’ implicitly changes the queue tail, different ‘sends’ to the same queue are
always interdependent. To obtain global independence (i.e., independence from actions from
other rebecs), all ‘sends’ to a given queue must be performed by one rebec. This condition
is achieved if ri is the exclusive sender to rj . In that case, ‘sends’ by ri to rj are globally
independent and hence safe.
u
t
Theorem 3. If a message server is only composed of safe assignment and safe send statements, its corresponding action is safe.
Proof The action corresponding to a message server includes an implicit message removal subaction, which is shown to be safe. Therefore, the safety of an action depends on the safety of
its explicit sub-actions. It is straightforward to see that an action composed of (the sequential
execution of) only safe (explicit) sub-actions, is itself safe.
u
t
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